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We present a document analysis system able to assign logical la-

bels and extract reading order in a broad set of documents. All

information sources, from geometric features and spatial relations

to the textual features and content are employed in the analy-

sis. To deal e�ectively with these information sources, we de�ne

a document representation general and exible enough to repre-

sent complex documents. To handle such a broad document class,

it uses generic document knowledge only. The generic document

knowledge used is identi�ed explicitly. Our system integrates com-

ponents based on computer vision, arti�cial intelligence, and natu-

ral language processing techniques. Experimental results for each

component and for the entire system are presented. The per-

formance of the system is good, especially when considering the

variety of documents in the collection.
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1 Introduction

Document analysis can be viewed as reversing the process of document authoring.

It is therefore important to consider the choices an author makes. In the creation

process, the author starts with a rough idea about the content. The author then

structures his thoughts by considering the logical organization of the material: which

are the chapters and what is the intended reading order. When the �nal digital doc-

ument is printed on paper, the logical structure of the document is lost. The author

has, however, the possibility to encode some of the logical information using layout

typesetting conventions, e.g., use of a speci�c font size, style and arrangement on

the page. Therefore, the layout structure of a printed document carries, besides

the artistic message, information about the logical structure. In fact, for simple

documents, a human reader can determine the logical structure from layout and

typesetting information only. In complex documents, the human reader completes

his understanding of the document structure by reading the text. Therefore, to

reverse the authoring process for document analysis purposes, both structure and

content needs attention.

The information about generic logical structure needed in document understand-

ing is called document knowledge. The knowledge is encoded as a set of layout and

typesetting conventions for a document class.

If the doocument knowledge is speci�c for a narrow class of documents it is called

document class speci�c knowledge, for short speci�c knowledge. For a set consisting

of a broad variety of documents, one can �nd the part of document knowledge

common to all of them. This is called document class independent knowledge [6] or

generic knowledge.

Obviously, a system will be more e�ective in document understanding, when it

uses more knowledge about the document class. The issue is to di�erentiate between

speci�c and generic knowledge. A system that has hard-coded all knowledge about

a given class of documents will understand that class of documents only. A robust

system able to process any kind of document should �rst exploit the generic knowl-

edge to classify the document to a certain class [24]. From there speci�c knowledge

should be used.

Using the above, document understanding systems presented in literature can

be classi�ed as follows:

� simple systems able to process one speci�c document class [7, 8, 14];

� systems processing speci�c document classes, able to adapt for processing sim-

ilar document classes [28, 21, 15];

� systems able to process a speci�c complex document class [27, 20];

� systems able to process a broad class of complex documents [1, 26, 11].

We are interested in the last category of systems. The design of a generic system

to process any class of documents is still a challenge.

In our opinion such a system should:
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� use a document representation able to capture the most complex situations;

� use all information sources available:

{ geometric information: positioning, spatial relations, global information;

{ content information: textual features, lexical information;

� be adaptable do di�erent document classes;

Let us now consider some existing document understanding systems in more

detail and evaluate them according to the criteria posed.

Systems developed for speci�c limited domain classes as mail automation, form

processing and processing of business letters [7, 8], report good results. They im-

plicitly or explicitly use speci�c knowledge. Cesarini et al. in [7] present a tax-form

processing system that uses speci�c knowledge and user interaction. The document

representation is based on attributed relational graphs, which allow an accurate and

exible representation of the form class.

Lee [14] describes a systems that analyses journals from IEEE, speci�cally TPAMI.

The speci�c knowledge is hardcoded in rules and threshold values. Therefore it is

hard to adapt their system to other document classes. They report good results for

processing documents from journals of the IEEE, other than TPAMI, which have

the same geometric characteristics.

Walischewski [28] presents a dedicated system to process business letters. Given

the knowledge for a class, and a training set, the system can adapt to process this

new document class. His document representation based on an attributed directed

graph and the spatial relations used are appropriate for processing more complex

generic documents. No textual information is used.

More adaptable systems use learning modules to extract from the document

knowledge the set of transformation rules that can be inverted to map layout into

logical structure. Such systems are presented by Sainz and Dimitriadis [21] and Li

and Ng [15]. Again, their systems ignore the important role of the textual content.

Other systems were built to process more complex, multi-article documents like

newspapers. One example here is the system developed by Tsujimoto and Asada

[27]; which is tuned to process regular multi-column black-and-white papers. Both

for layout and logical structure detection, domain knowledge is hard-coded in trans-

formation rules. The use of a tree based representation for the document restricts

the class of documents that can be processed. Niyogi presents a system [20] that

uses explicitly both speci�c and generic knowledge to process news-papers. Tex-

tual content is not taken into account. The document representation is based on

XY-trees [19] which is not able to represent more complex documents.

Klink [11] uses explicitly both speci�c and generic knowledge to process di�erent

classes of document exempli�ed by business letters and technical papers. Textual

features are considered in his classi�cation process. His system is limited by the use

of a tree representation for the documents.

In this paper, we make a step towards generality of analysis. On this basis we

develop a graph-based document model similar to [7] but adapted to represent more
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complex document structures. Unlike other document models, the model is not re-

stricted to a regular layout where overlap is not present. A document understanding

system that uses the generic knowledge on both layout and textual content. Previous

work related to this paper has been presented in [1] and [26].

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we describe the document

representation model. In Section 3 we present our document understanding method

in depth. Performed experiments are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section

5.

2 Document description

Our purpose is to process a broad class of documents. Therefore, we present in this

section a document model generic and exible enough to capture the most complex

document structures. We then consider descriptors for the content and structure of

the document based on the document model.

2.1 The document model

Models for document representation need at least two distinct structures: one for

layout information - to encode the presentation of the document and one for logical

information - organizing the content into logical entities. Usually models allow for

only one layout structure per document page and one logical structure per docu-

ment. Complex documents, however, require several views on both the layout and

logical information.

In our model, a document D is a set G of layout or geometric structures and a

set L of logical structures:

D = hG;Li.

The set of layout structures G is de�ned as a collection of views G = fg
1
; :::; g

n
g.

The layout structure gi is de�ned as a set Og
i of geometric document objects and a

set Rg
i of geometric relations among them:

g
i = hOg

i
;Rg

i
i.

Hence, each geometric relation is represented as a graph. The vertices are the

document objects and an edge represents the existence, and possibly the value, of a

named relation between the two document objects. This graph can be a tree for a

simple relation, but in general, it is a cyclic directed graph.

The set of logical structures L is de�ned in a similar way as a collection of views:

L = fl
1
; :::; l

m
g. A logical structure l

i is de�ned as a set Ol
i of logical document

objects and a set Rl
i of logical relations:

l
i = hOl

i
;Rl

i
i.

The set of logical document objects Ol
i in view i holds the content of each el-

ement and the logical meaning represented as a label. The logical structures are
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represented as weighted graphs.

In the following subsections we go into further detail, exemplifying the document

objects and relations considered in the geometric and the logical structure.

2.2 Document object description

Document objects are the basic elements used in document representation. The

content is part of the document objects. As de�ned in the document model, the

document objects are part of both geometric and logical structures.

For this paper, we consider picture and text document objects. Pictures are only

considered as a whole. Di�erent granularities for text elements can be considered,

like characters, words or text-blocks. In this paper we consider for text a granularity

of text-blocks, as they are the smallest entities carrying a logical meaning which are

not trivial for reading order determination.

The shape of the document objects is assumed to be rectangular. For more

complex shapes, we simply compute the bounding box < x1; y1; x2; y2 > and use

that in further analysis.

A description of the layout using content information and the positioning of

document objects on a page (bounding boxes) is suÆcient to reproduce the original

document image. Therefore, to describe a geometric document object, two main

categories of features are used:

� geometric features;

� content features;

For each geometric document-object a set of features is determined. This feature

vector, is selected such that it describes, as accurately as possible, the instantiation

of a document in a class. The way we choose the actual features is described in

Section 3.

To describe the content of documents in a broad document class, generic features

are required. The features are the aspect ratio, the area ratio (relative to page area),

font size ratio (relative to the font size most frequently used in the document) and

font style, content size.

For a large heterogeneous collection of documents there is a limited number of

logical document objects common to all of them [18]. Therefore only the following

textual document objects are considered as logical labels: Title, Body, Caption

and Page Number.

2.3 Layout Structure Description

Besides the layout description presented above which is needed for reproduction,

more explicit geometric relations are needed for understanding the layout. These

geometric relations fall into two major classes:

� the global arrangement of objects on the page;

� the spatial relations between objects on the page.
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For representation of spatial relations between objects represented by their bound-

ing box, we use qualitative relations. First, consider the extension of Allen's interval

relations [2], which are originally devised for temporal intervals, to two dimensions.

On both the X and the Y axis the thirteen relations: precedes, meets, overlaps,

starts, during, �nishes, equals , and their inverses are considered. Abbreviations

of these interval relations used in the rest of the paper are p, m, o, s, d, f, e, pi,

mi, oi, si, di, �, where the last six are the inverses of the �rst six respectively.

An extensive study of the models behind the two dimensional extensions of Allen's

interval relations can be found in [5].

Exact TBRR

Precedes_x
xa

2 < xb
1 xa

2 < xb
1-T

Meets_x
xa

2 = xb
1 xb

1-T � xa
2 � xb

1+T

Overlaps_x
xa

1<xb
1 xa

1 < xb
1-T

xb
1<xa

2<xb
2 xb

1+T< xa
2 < xb

2-T

Starts_x
xa

1=xb
1 xb

1 -T � xa
1 � xb

1 +T
xa

2< xb
2 xa

2 < xb
2 -T

During_x
xa

1> xb
1 xa

1> xb
1+T

xa
2< xb

2 xa
2< xb

2-T

Finishes_x
xa

1> xb
1 xa

1> xb
1+ T

xa
2= xb

2 xb
2 -T � xa

2 � xb
2 +T

Equals_x
xa

1= xb
1 xb

1 -T � xa
1 � xb

1 +T
xa

2= xb
2 xb

2 -T � xa
2 � xb

2 +T

x1

x1

x2

x2

a
b

T

a

T

a

T T

a

a

a

a

b

Figure 1: The de�nitions of exact (left) and TBRR (right) rectangle model relations

shown for the X coordinate only. In the middle one can see a pictorial explanation.

For simplicity, only the direct relations are illustrated, the inverse relations are

symmetric. The interval named b is \�xed", while the interval named a is \sliding"

from left to right showing their possible relative positions. The borders of size T are

drawn at the endpoints of b, to illustrate the new versus the old relations.

Due to the inherent inaccuracy in document image analysis, relations based on

exact coincidence of points are of little use. Thus, we make a shift in the interpre-

tation of Allen's relations. Instead of considering two interval extremes to be equal

if they have the same coordinates, we consider them equal if they are closer than

a �xed distance T. This can be dually seen as if the bounding boxes have a thick

boundary. We name the set of 13 Allen's relations thus interpreted Thick Boundary

Rectangle Relations (TBRR).
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The thickness of the boundary is the same for all objects in the document and

is �xed with respect to the page size. There is a constraint on the T with respect

to the size of the smallest document object: it should not exceed half the size of the

shortest side of the smallest bounding box. Referring to Figure 1, one sees how the

TBRR relations are more tolerant in the establishment of a relation between two

intervals. For example, interval a meets interval b not only if xa2 = x
b
1, but also if

x
b
1 � T � x

a
2 � x

b
1 + T .

With the TBRR interpretation Allen's relation maintain the Jointly Exhaustive

and Pairwise Disjoint property. Meaning that given two objects, one and only one

relation for X and Y holds.

To prove the Jointly Exhaustive property in the above statement, one has to

show that the union of the thirteen TBRR relations is the whole IR line space. To

prove the Pairwise Disjoint property, one has to show that the intersection of any

two given sets of the thirteen is empty.

In Figure 2 one can see the intervals (1,2,3,4 and 5) where the endpoints of the

interval can be situated. The intervals 2 and 4 are closed, the others are open. In

Table 1 one can see all possible relation achievable when positioning the endpoints

of a in the allowed intervals.

1 2 3 4 5

T T T Tb

Figure 2: The possible interval positions for the endpoints of the sliding interval a

relative to the �xed interval b.

Consider the left endpoint of a to be situated in interval 1. The possible positions

for the right endpoint of a are in the intervals 1,2,3,4 and 5. In case xa2 is also located

in interval 1 then1 < x
a
1 < x

b
1 � 3T and xa1 + 2T < x

a
2 < x

b
1 � T hold. Writing

down all these intervals one can easily see that the union of all the intervals where

x
a
2 can be situated, is the part of IR situated to the right of xa1 + 2T . Because

x
a
1 is sliding from left-to-right all of IR is covered. Therefore, the TBRR are jointly

exhaustive. In a similar way, considering x
a
1 in all �ve possible intervals, one can

see that the intervals where xa2 can be situated are disjoint.

The TBRR is a set of qualitative relations representing the spatial relations of

the document objects on the page. For every pair of document objects o1 and o2 one

X and one Y interval relation hold. If one considers the pair in reversed order, the

inverse interval relation holds. Therefore the directed graph g
i representing these

relations is complete.

For global arrangement of document objects on the page, we use a neighborhood

relation. Two document objects o1 and o2 are considered neighbors if they share an

edge in the Voronoi diagram [3]. The Voronoi diagram is computed for the centers

of gravity of the bounding boxes representing the document objects. This relation

is stored in a weighted graph where the nodes are the document objects. An edge

represents the existence of the neighborhood relation between them. The weight of

the edge is the actual Euclidean distance between them.
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Table 1: The possible relative interval position for the endpoints of the a interval.

x
a
1 x

a
2 Relation

1 1 p

2 m

3 o

4 �

5 di

2 3 s

4 e

5 si

3 3 d

4 f

5 oi

4 5 mi

5 5 pi

IR IR JE ([)

� � PD (\)

Figure 3 shows an example of interval and neighborhood relations.

The layout representation we propose here captures all the essential information

in a document required for further logical analysis.

2.4 Logical Structure Description

For logical relations between document objects we consider a partial ordering relation

named BeforeInReading which holds of two document objects if one is to be read

before the other one. Note that this does not mean that it has to be read immediately

before, but just that it is before in the reading order. The partial ordering leads to

a total ordering among document objects which is the reading order.

Recall that only Body, Title, Page Number and Caption are permissible logical

labels. Page Numbers are relevant for identifying pages of the document. They

are not important for the reading order on a page. Captions, and their associated

pictures, are read as a side step in the reading of the document. After consulting

the caption, the main linear reading order continues. Therefore reading order is

considered only among the Body and Title document objects.

In this paper we make the assumption that for a document page there is only one

reading order. This is a limitation of our current system, as there are examples, for

instance newspapers, where on a single page there are many independent articles,

which can be read in any order.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

I

H

The positioning of document

objects on a page

starts_x(D,A)

precedes_i_y(D,A)

overlaps_x(D,B)

precedes_i_y(D,B)

during_i_x(D,C)

precedes_i_y(D,C)

starts_i_x(D,E)

precedes_y(D,E)

equals_x(D,F)

precedes_y(D,F)

precedes_x(D,G)

overlaps_i_y(D,G)

precedes_x(D,H)

overlaps_y(D,H)

precedes_x(D,I)

precedes_y(D,I)

The "TBRR" relations of document object D

A

B

C

D

E
F

H

G

I

The "neighborhood" relation

60

50

70

65

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

I

H

The Voronoi diagram for the

centers of the document objects

A

B

C

D

E
F

H

G

I

p_x,

p_y

p_x,

o_y

p_x,

oi_y
e_x,

p_y
si_x,

p_y

di_x,

pi_y

o_x,

pi_y

s_x,

pi_y

Figure 3: Exempli�cation of the layout relations. The upper part shows the TBRR

relations for all pairs where document object D is the �rst element of the pair.

The bottom part shows the Voronoi diagram computed for centers of the document

objects, and the neighborhood relation for all pairs with starting element D (solid)

and other (dashed).

3 Document Understanding

Document analysis starts with the document image and ends with its complete

logical structure. For this purpose two main steps are needed: one to extract the

layout structure - called layout detection - and another one to determine the logical

structure - called document understanding. Recall that document authoring is a

non-reversible process. Hence, document knowledge is essential in the document

analysis process.
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The document knowledge is mainly used in document understanding. There are

two main phases in document understanding. In the �rst phase, the layout document

objects are grouped and classi�ed as logical objects. Then, among logical document

objects, logical relations are determined. In this paper we only consider the reading

order as a logical relation. The whole process is sketched in Figure 4.

Document Understanding

Document
Image

Features &

Relations

Extraction

Layout
Structure

Logical
Structure

Document Knowledge

Object

Classification

Relations

Detection

Layout

Arrangement

Rules

Mapping

Rules

Figure 4: The main steps of document analysis, and the role of document knowledge.

3.1 Document knowledge

As we aim to process a broad collection of documents we consider generic knowl-

edge only. As a document consist of content and structure, the document generic

knowledge used can be grouped in two main categories:

1. content mapping rules from logical to layout document objects:

(a) titles are written in larger than common font size and/or in a non-regular

style;

(b) title objects usually consist of less than 3 lines;

(c) a paragraph is written with a uniform regular font size and style;

(d) the page number is located on the top or the bottom of the page;

(e) the caption is a neighbor of a picture document object.

2. layout arrangement rules reecting the logical structure:

(a) in western culture the reading order is from left to right and from top to

bottom;

(b) the reading order is consistently either column or row oriented;

(c) paragraphs start with a capital letter, and end with a termination mark

like a period;

Even though there might be some exotic documents that do not obey the above

rules, they form the basis four our document understanding system.
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3.2 Logical object classi�cation

For every textual document object, the geometric features described in Section 2.2

are combined into a feature vector. At this point each document object is represented

by a set of six features. The feature vector consists of continuous and enumerated

values. We should, however, select a method that can deal with both continuos and

enumerated values [22].

Based on these features we assign one of the logical labels Caption, Body, Title

or PageNumber to a document object. The problem of assigning a label to each doc-

ument object is a standard statistical pattern recognition problem [10]. Therefore,

we can use standard tools for this purpose.

3.3 Reading order detection

As de�ned in Section 2, the reading order is determined through the intermediate

logical relation BeforeInReading. The possible reading orders are detected inde-

pendently for each document object type Body and Title respectively. Then, these

reading orders are combined using a Title-Body connection rule. This rule connects

one Title with the left-most top-most Body object, situated below the Title.

As indicated earlier, reading order is determined by both structure and content.

Therefore, we exploit both sources of information to arrive at the total reading order

structure of the document. For this purpose we built:

� a spatial reasoning (SpaRe) module based on the spatial relations TBRR;

� a Natural Language Processing (NLP) module based on lexical analysis.

Due to the generality of document knowledge we use, it is likely that we get more

than one reading order, especially for complex documents with many text blocks.

The two graphs of BeforeInReading relations are combined to extract the �nal

reading order relation.

As described in Section 2, the relations de�ned yield a directed graph. Using

the assumption that only one reading order is present on a page, the reading order

is a full path in this graph. As the graph is cyclic, the standard topological sort

algorithm [12] for �nding a full path in the graph cannot be used. We use instead

a modi�ed version of it [16]. To be precise, the nodes in the graph are sorted by

the number of outgoing arrows of BeforeInReading relations. All nodes have to be

reached once and only once.

3.3.1 SpaRe: Spatial Reasoning Module

In the spatial arrangement approach, the document knowledge (2a) and (2b) and

the layout 2D interval relations are used as a set of constraints to determine the

BeforeInReading logical relation [1]. These constraints are also solved in the Eclipse

environment. The knowledge (2a) is encoded in the rule depicted in Figure 5 top.

This states that the document object A is in BeforeInReading relation with the
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if( precedes_x(A,B) OR
precedes_y(A,B) OR

meets_x(A,B) OR
meets_y(A,B) OR
overlaps_x(A,B) OR

overlaps_y(A,B)
)

then
beforeInReading(A,B)

% VERTICAL COLUMNS %

if( precedes_X(A, B) OR

meets_X(A, B) OR
(overlaps_X(A, B) AND ( precedes_Y(A,B) OR

meets_Y(A,B) OR

overlaps_Y(A,B) ))
OR

((precedes_Y(A, B) OR meets_Y(A,B) OR overlaps_Y(A,B)) AND
(precedes_X(A,B) OR
meets_X(A,B) OR

overlaps_X(A,B) OR
starts_X(A,B) OR

finishesi_X(A,B) OR
equals_X(A,B) OR
during_X(A,B) OR

duringi_X(A,B) OR
finishes_X(A,B) OR

startsi_X(A,B) OR
overlapsi_X(A,B)))

then

beforeInReading(A,B)

% HORIZONTAL COLUMNS %

if( precedes_Y(A, B) OR

meets_Y(A, B) OR
(overlaps_Y(A, B) AND

(precedes_X(A,B) OR

meets_X(A,B) OR
overlaps_X(A,B)) )

OR
((precedes_X(A, B) OR meets_X(A,B) OR overlaps_X(A,B)) AND

(precedes_Y(A,B) OR

meets_Y(A,B) OR
overlaps_Y(A,B) OR

starts_Y(A,B) OR
finishesi_Y(A,B) OR
equals_Y(A,B) OR

during_Y(A,B) OR
duringi_Y(A,B) OR

finishes_Y(A,B) OR
startsi_Y(A,B) OR
overlapsi_Y(A,B)) )

then
beforeInReading(A,B)

Figure 5: The BeforeInReading rules encoding the spatial reasoning constraints.

document object B, if either of the following TBRR relations px(A;B), py(A;B),

mx(A;B), my(A;B), ox(A;B) or oy(A;B) holds.

Furthermore, we exploit document knowledge (2b) by considering two possible

reading orders for every document:

� row-wise: text-blocks are read in rows from left-to-right, top- to-bottom

� column-wise: text-blocks are read in columns, from top-to-bottom and from

left-to-right.

The rules for each reading direction are presented in Figure 5. Basically, the two

directional rules, are both adding one speci�c constraint to the basic rule depicted
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in Figure 5 top. In the row-wise reading order the diagonal direction \left-bottom

to top-right" cannot be present among the BeforeInReading relations allowed. In

Eclipse [9] this is implemented by specifying all the other BeforeInReading relations

that can occur and leave the non-allowed one out. Similarly, in the column-wise

reading order the diagonal direction \right-top to bottom-left" cannot be present

among the BeforeInReading relations allowed.

In Figure 6 the extracted logical relations BeforeInReading and the �nal reading

order are shown for the document presented in Figure 3. The BeforeInReading

relations presented in the graph are computed by the SpaRe module. From this two

possible reading orders are detected. The correct one is shown on the right side.

3.3.2 NLP: The Natural Language Processing Module

To extract the reading order from textual content, NLP is required. As we aim at

generic analysis, we use shallow NLP tools, like taggers, which can contribute to the

resolution of reading order ambiguities.

A tagger assigns a part-of-speech tag, such as DT (determiner: the, a), VBD (past

tense verb: took, said), SENT (sentence boundary: . ! ?), etc. to each word or

punctuation sign. When this is done successfully document knowledge (2c) can be

employed.

For determination of BeforeInReading relation we use a probabilistic approach.

Let o and o
0 be two document objects, we want to determine the probability P (o o0)

i.e. the probability that o and o
0 obey the BeforeInReading relation.

First, both objects are tagged and the last two tagged words ending and the �rst

tagged word beginning objects o and o
0 are identi�ed. We refer to the last two tags

of an object o by t
�2
o

and t
�1
o

and to the �rst by t
1
o
. w�2

o
, w�1

o
, and w

1
o
, refer to the

words themselves.

The restriction to sequences of length 3 is mainly due to the sparse data problem,

where it can be expected that most training corpora are too small to assign reliable

frequencies to infrequent sequences.

The likelihood of a tagged sequence is de�ned as:

P (t1
o0 jt

�2
o t

�1
o ) =

P (t�2
o
t
�1
o
t
1
o0)

P (t�2o t

�1
o )

P (t�2o t
�1
o t

1
o0) is computed by dividing the number of occurrences of the tag se-

quence t�2o t
�1
o t

1
o0 in a pre-tagged training corpus by the number of all trigrams oc-

currences. P (t�2o t
�1
o ) is computed analogously. The reader is referred to [17] for a

comprehensive introduction to statistical natural language modeling.

To decide the whole reading order of a document page with the textual objects

o
1
: : : o

n the probability is computed as the product of the transition probabilities

of all consecutive text objects:
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P (o1; : : : ; on) =

n�1Y

i=1

P (oi; oi+1)

By computing probabilities it is also possible to rank the di�erent reading orders.

The reading order with the highest probability is taken as the genuine one.

A

B

C

D

E
F

H

G

I

The "BeforeInReading" relations

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

I

H

The correct reading order relationThe reading orders detected

(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I)

(A,B,C,D,G,E,F,H,I)

Figure 6: Exempli�cation of the logical relations. The BeforeInReading relations are

computed by the SpaRe module. Here the relation involving element D are drawn

solid. From these two reading orders were detected. The correct one is shown on

the right side.

4 Experiments

For experimentation we have used the data set MTDB [23] from the University of

Oulu, Finland. The data set consists of scanned documents of various types: tech-

nical journals, newspapers, magazines, etc. We only used the documents in English,

resulting a data set of 34 documents having 171 pages. The MTDB data set has a

ground truth (GT) at block level granularity. There is no explicit separation between

the layout and logical structure. Every document objects has a layout label and a

logical label. The reading order is also present in the ground truth. We consid-

ered the layout information from the GT as the input to our system. As there is no

ground truth for textual content and font information, we used the TextBridge OCR

package [25] from ScanSoft to extract these. For evaluation purposes, the documents

in the data set were split into three main groups, based on their complexity:

� trivial documents consisting of a limited set of document objects, in one-

column format;
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� regular documents with the number of document objects between 4 and 8 and

text organized in two columns;

� complex documents with more than 8 document objects, organized in 2 or

more column layout.

Out of 171 document pages, 98 are of type trivial, 66 of type regular and 7 are of

type complex.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7: Sample images from the MTDB data set.

The system consists of two main modules: the logical object classi�cation (LoC)

module and the reading order detection (RoD) module. The reading order detection

module consists of two components: the spatial reasoning module (SpaRe) and the

natural language processing (NLP) module. Each module of the system was tested

independently. In Figure 8 the data ow used for evaluation of the modules is shown.

Reading order detection (RoD)
MTDB

data set

layout structure

-------------

Ground Truth

logical label

Logical

object

classification

(LoC)

Spatial

Reasoner

(SpaRe)

Lexical

analysis

(NLP)

Logical

Structure

Figure 8: The data ow in the various experiments considered.

4.1 Evaluation criteria

To evaluate the individual modules and the system as a whole, we use standard

measures from Information Retrieval [4]: precision and recall. The two measures

are de�ned for each module.

The LoC module assigns a label to an object and is evaluated by considering the

number of misclassi�cations. The precision and recall are de�ned for every logical

type i = fBody;Caption; T itle; Page numberg by:
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pi =
j Ci \GTi j

j Ci j
ri =

j Ci \GTi j

j GTi j
(1)

where Ci represents the set of document objects classi�ed by the LoC module as

logical objects of type i and GTi represents the set of document objects of logical

type i conform the ground truth. Both precision and recall have values in the range

[0, 1]. The precision pi gets value 1 if all document objects classi�ed as type i by

the LoC module are actually of type i in the ground truth. Consequently, pi gets

value 0 if none of the document objects classi�ed as type i are actually of type i

in the ground truth. The recall ri gets value 1 if all document objects of type i in

the ground-truth, are classi�ed correctly. Consequently ri gets value 0 if none of the

document objects of type i is classi�ed as type i.

The average precision and recall computed from the four individual measures are

the overall performance measures of the LoC module.

The goal of the RoD module is to �nd among all possible orders of the blocks

the single one that corresponds to the reading order. In the RoD module each of

the two components was tested in isolation to assess its performances.

The set of reading orders detected (D) is compared to the ground truth. For

a number of documents, the ground truth de�nes independent reading orders on

non-intersecting subsets of the textual objects within the same document; e.g., a

page containing two di�erent articles or independent text blocks such as information

about the authors of an article, as exempli�ed by Figure 7.d. Since both components

return total reading orders, we consider a reading order correct if it is identical to

at least one permutation of the independent reading orders as de�ned in the ground

truth. We refer to the set of permutations of the ground truth as the set of correct

reading orders (CRO). Then, the precision and recall are de�ned as follows:

p =
j D \ CRO j

j D j
r =

j D \ CRO j

j CRO j
(2)

The precision value lies between 0 and 1 inclusive, where 0 indicates that the

correct reading is not among the reading orders detected, 1 indicates that there is

exactly one reading order and it is correct, and any other value indicates the degree

of uncertainty of the RoD module. Because there is only one reading order, the

recall can only be 1 if the correct reading is among the ones detected, or 0 if it is

not.

In the following we present the experiments and evaluation performed for each

of the two modules of the document understanding system.

4.2 Logical object classi�cation

For classi�cation of logical objects, we use the statistical pattern recognition package

MLC++ [13] developed at the Standford University and SGI. This contains imple-

mentation of various decision tree classi�ers. We used the C4.5 decision tree, which

can handle heterogeneous feature vectors consisting of enumerated and continuos

values.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 9: Examples of reading orders detected. (a) The original document image.

(b) and (c) the reading orders detected by the SpaRe module. The NLP module

indicate that the correct reading order is the one presented in (b). For the document

in (d) the correct reading order (e) was already detected by the SpaRe component

with no use of the NLP component.

In the document data set, 894 di�erent document objects are present. Of those,

520 document objects are Body Text, 135 Caption, 166 Page Number, and 73 Title.

For selection of the training and test sets we used the leave-one-out with rotation

method presented in [10]. This is the most appropriate method for the size of our

data set.

The classi�cation results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2: The precision and recall for the LoC module.

Type GT p r

Body 520 0.97 0.93

Caption 135 0.85 0.82

PagNr 166 0,96 0.97

Title 73 0.70 0.94

Total 894 0.87 0.91

From these tables, one can conclude that for the LoC module, out of 894 docu-

ment objects, only 14 were not classi�ed correctly. For Page Number we obtained

more than 99% accuracy, see Table 3.

4.3 Reading order detection

Due to memory and speed considerations, in our �nal experiments we have consid-

ered �rst the BeforeInReading relation using the SpaRe module, and in case more

than one reading order was detected, we then checked the consistency with the NLP

module.
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Table 3: The confusion matrix of the classi�cation process.

% Body Caption PageNo Title

Body 97.88 1.53 0.00 0.57

Caption 4.44 94.07 1.40 0.00

PageNo 0.60 0.00 99.39 0.00

Title 6.84 2.73 0.00 90.41

ContentSize
Estimated error: 6.95% (446)

PAGE NUMBER
Estimated error: 2.41% (83)

<= 5

ContentSize
Estimated error: 7.99% (363)

> 5

Neighbor2Fig
Estimated error: 20.51% (78)

<= 80

FontSizeRatio
Estimated error: 4.56% (285)

> 80

FontSizeRatio
Estimated error: 12.82% (39)

y

TITLE
Estimated error: 28.21% (39)

n

CAPTION
Estimated error: 0.00% (16)

<= 0.800000011921

FontStyle
Estimated error: 4.83% (269)

> 0.800000011921

CAPTION
Estimated error: 15.15% (33)

<= 1

TITLE
Estimated error: 0.00% (6)

> 1

CAPTION
Estimated error: 40.00% (5)

B

TEXT BODY
Estimated error: 0.00% (3)

I

AspectRatio
Estimated error: 4.21% (261)

R

TEXT BODY
Estimated error: 0.00% (148)

<= 2.192600011826

Neighbor2Fig
Estimated error: 9.73% (113)

> 2.192600011826

AspectRatio
Estimated error: 25.00% (36)

y

TEXT BODY
Estimated error: 2.60% (77)

n

AspectRatio
Estimated error: 28.57% (28)

<= 10.715200424194

CAPTION
Estimated error: 12.50% (8)

> 10.715200424194

TEXT BODY
Estimated error: 0.00% (8)

<= 3.118000030518

AreaRatio
Estimated error: 40.00% (20)

> 3.118000030518

TEXT BODY
Estimated error: 40.00% (15)

<= 0.035000000149

AreaRatio
Estimated error: 40.00% (5)

> 0.035000000149

CAPTION
Estimated error: 50.00% (2)

<= 0.045699998736

AspectRatio
Estimated error: 33.33% (3)

> 0.045699998736

CAPTION
Estimated error: ?

<= 3.285300016403

TEXT BODY
Estimated error: 33.33% (3)

> 3.285300016403

Figure 10: The decision tree automatically generated by the MLC++. For simplicity

in this �gure, we use half of the data set for training and half for testing. The decision

tree obtained on a larger training set would not �t on a page. In each node one can

see the feature name or the logical label for leaves. In parenthesis the actual number

of document objects, from the test data set, that enters the tree node is displayed.

The second line shows the estimated errors for the test set.
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The RoD module uses Body and Title blocks therefore it requires the label of

an object. First, the RoD module is evaluated using the logical lables as de�ned

in the ground truth from the dataset. The results are presented in Table 4. In a

second experiment the logical objects are taken from the LoC module. The results

are presented in Table 5. The evaluation is in terms of the average precision and

recall de�ned in Equation 2.

Table 4: Experimental results of the RoD module using the input from the ground

truth.

Document SpaRe NLP

group p r p r

trivial 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00

regular 0.77 0.98 0.73 0.73

complex 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00

average 0.88 0.99 0.79 0.79

To be more precise, the SpaRe module detected 192 reading orders for the 171

document pages in the data set. For 18 documents 2 reading orders were detected,

instead of one. In one case, none of the two reading orders detected was correct.

For one document 4 possible reading orders were detected and none of them was

correct. For the rest of 152 document, the SpaRe module detected correctly one

reading order only.

The NLP component analyses only the 19 document pages for which more than

one reading order was detected. From these pages, in 15 cases the NLP module

detected the correct reading order. For the remaining 4 cases, in one case the NLP

failed because the input was already wrong - the page with 4 possible reading orders,

all wrong. One page had all text blocks starting with a capital letter and ending

with termination sign. And the other 2 pages did not have the maximum trigrams

probability for the correct reading order but for the other one. This was caused by

OCR errors in the sensitive \begin" and \end" sentences of the text blocks.

Table 5: Experimental results of the RoD module using the input from the LoC

module.

Document SpaRe NLP

group p r p r

trivial 0.92 0.94 0.67 0.67

regular 0.72 0.92 0.67 0.67

complex 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00

average 0.83 0.93 0.68 0.68

As expected, when the reading order detection modules are applied on the results

of the LoC module, the precision and recall degrade. Here the misclassi�cation of
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Body and Title are important, as these are the only document objects considered

for the reading order. It is also important where these misclassi�cation errors occur.

If all misclassi�cations occur on a single page, then only one reading order is going

to be a�ected. In the worst case, the misclassi�cations are spread one per page

in all dataset and, theoretically, the number of errors in reading order detection

will increase with the number of misclassi�cations. In our experiments, the number

of pages for which the correct reading order was not detected, in case we use the

classi�cation results from LoC module, is 11. Thus, 9 more than before. This

decreases the precision from 0.88 to 0.83 and the recall from 0.99 to 0.93 for the

SpaRe module. Again, the NLP module analyses only the documents for which

more than one reading orders were detected. There were 18 pages with 2 possible

reading orders and one page with 4 possible reading orders detected by the SpaRe

module. From these, for 6 pages the NLP could not detect the correct reading

order. Three of them are among the 11 pages the SpaRe module could not detect

the correct reading order. And this is because the LoC module misclassi�ed some

of the text document objects. Therefore, the NLP module could not improve that.

For other two pages, all the text blocks start with a capital letter and ends with a

termination sign. The shallow NLP module does not treat this situation.

Examples of the reading orders detected are presented in Figure 9.

4.4 Evaluation of the entire system

The evaluation of the entire system is presented in Table 6. The same evaluation

measures as for assessing the individual components are used. For reading order,

the total numbers are considered, after applying both SpaRe and NLP components.

For the total number of 171 pages, 192 reading orders were detected. In the �nal

results, for 14 pages the correct reading order was not detected.

Table 6: Experimental results of the system.

LoC RoD

p r p r

average 0.87 0.91 0.82 0.92

4.5 Discussion

Given the goal of our system to process heterogeneous documents, the results pre-

sented are remarkably positive. The errors made are exactly due to the presence of

document classes not obeying the generic knowledge assumption. One can tune the

system to get less error for the given data set, but then the generalization power is

lost, and the system becomes too speci�c.

Most of the errors are confusions among Body, Caption and Title objects. There

are three main reasons for these errors.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Examples of pages for which the classi�cation of logical objects fails. (a)

The Caption is not neighbor to the image. (b) The Caption looks very much like

a Body-Text. (c) The Body-Text on top left corner looks like a Title. (d) For top

right Title the Font-Size-Ratio is 1, and all the other features, are similar to a Body

Text.

Firstly, the generic knowledge assumptions are not met for some documents.

For instance, there are documents where the Caption is not a neighbor to a Picture.

Between Caption and Picture rulers or lines were placed. See Figure 11 (a).

Secondly, the variety of document classes, makes the feature description of doc-

ument objects less discriminative. For instance the presence of Caption document

objects with Bold and Regular font style, with smaller and larger font size in di�erent

documents, increases the confusion rate.

The third reason for misclassi�cation is the OCR inaccuracy, speci�cally the

font characteristic detection. The font features Font-Size-Ratio and Font-Style are

a�ected most. The errors made in character confusion by the OCR do not a�ect the

LoC module, but they do inuence the performance of the NLP module.

In Figure 11 some representative pages are presented, where the logical objects

classi�cation fails, for the above mentioned reasons.

For two pages out of 171, the SpaRe component did not detect the correct reading

order. For both pages the reason for failure is the rule connecting the title to the

body-reading orders. This rule is appropriate forMain Title but not for (Sub)Section

Title. Two speci�c rules should be made for main titles and section titles. In our

current system, we do not make such distinctions.

For the NLP module, had to resolve the ambiguous situations where two or more

reading orders were detected by the SpaRe module. If one exclude from its input,

the pages where none of the possible reading orders detected by SpaRe module is

correct, the average precision of the NLP module is 0.84. The errors made by the

NLP module are caused by the OCR errors, and limitation of the shallow NLP tools,

which cannot solve situations where all the text blocks start with a capital letter

and ends with a termination sign.
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5 Conclusion

We have proposed a document understanding system that uses generic document

knowledge for detecting the logical structure of a broad class of documents. Given

the layout structure of a document, geometric information, textual features and

content are used to classify the logical objects and to detect the reading order with

reasonable accuracy.

The main contribution of this approach is its generality. Virtually nothing is

assumed about the input document. The knowledge used is generic and applies to

broad classes of documents. The current implementation is able to process English

documents only, but it can be easily adapted to other languages. This limitation is

imposed by the NLP component, which currently uses the part-of-speech tagger for

English. To process documents written in other languages, one has only to use the

proper part-of-speech tagger.

The generic knowledge used in the spatial reasoning (SpaRe) component refers

to the western culture, where reading order is from left-to-right and top-to-down.

To adapt our system to other cultures, one has to rewrite the BeforeInReading rules

described in Section 3.3.1, not to redesign the entire system.

The methods presented are a major step towards a full document understanding

system in which all information sources are employed. The natural next step is to

use domain speci�c information sources to further push the understanding of the

document.
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